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T16-N70
180 ct. carved Oregon Sunstone necklace set in 18K,
accented with ½ ct. total weight diamond and Tahitian
Black Pearl.
$26,000.

T16-N 73 Carved Oregon Sunstone lily set in 14K and
18K with 1.75 ct. and .50 ct. natural zircon. $ 2600.
T16-N74
8.8 ct. carved Oregon Sunstone rose set in
14K with pink freshwater pearl. $1400. (chain
separate).

 Angela Conty, 2018. All rights reserved.

T16-N71
52.25 ct. carved Oregon Sunstone petals with pink
and green freshwater pearls and .45 ct. total weight
diamonds set in 18K clasping double strand of
freshwater petal pearls.
$9200.

T18-N01 35.5ct. carved Oregon Sunstone set in 14
and 18K with freshwater pearls on necklace of and
faceted andalusite beads. $2400.
T16-N76 17.7 ct. carved Oregon Sunstone circle with
bud pendant with .95 ct. natural zircons set in 18K
and 14K. SOLD
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T18-N02
43.8ct. carved Australian opal set in 14 and 18K gold,
South Sea pearl, diamond accents, on necklace of
freshwater petal pearls with iolite briolette beads.

SOLD

T16-N77
24.5 ct. carved Oregon Sunstone lily and leaf pendant
set in 18K and 14K with .20 ct. tsavorite with Tahitian
black pearl keshi drop.

 Angela Conty, 2018. All rights reserved.

T18-N03
Clasp of 14K and Sterling with carved Australian
opal, 1.5 ct. spinels and faceted 6.04ct. amethyst
on freshwater pearls.

SOLD

T16-N78
32.2 ct. carved Oregon Sunstone lily pendant set in
18K with 1.4 ct. pear shaped andalusite, freshwater
pearl capped stamens, .30 ct. total weight
diamonds and South Sea pearl drop.

$3000.
$4800.
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 Angela Conty, 2018. All rights reserved.

T18-N05

T18-N04
25.6ct. carved opal .65ct spinels,
2.2 rhodalite 14K pendant.

Carved amethyst flower pendant with
South Sea pearl.

T18-N06
Carved Australian opal pendant with
1.68ct. red spinel with Tahitian Keshi.
$2400.

SOLD

SOLD

T18-N07
26ct. carved amethyst 18K
pendant with pink freshwater
pearl diamond and ruby bead
accents.

SOLD

T18-N08

T18-N09
Pendant
with
carved
Black
11.3ct. carved amethyst 14K pendant Tourmaline trumpet with 1.6ct.
with South Sea pearl .
zircon and .35ct. zircon accent set in
14K.
SOLD
$2400.
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 Angela Conty, 2018. All rights reserved.

T14-N02
T13-N47
T16-N84
14K and 18K carved Oregon 42.9 ct. carved Oregon Sunstone 14K 38 ct. carved Oregon sunstone
Sunstone (14.7 ct.) enhancer with Datura and bud pendant set in 14K with Tahitian pearl drop pendant.
.75 ct. zircon, .10 ct. spinel and with heart shaped lemon quartz.
peach colored freshwater pearl
$5200.
$3600.
drop.
$4000.
Shown on necklace of faceted
roundels Oregon sunstone beads
with 18K magnetic clasp.
$1400.

T18-N10
42.3ct. carved Oregon Sunstone
T18-N11
pendant set in 14K accented with
T14-N49
14K grape agate pendant with carved
Tahitian keshi.
18K and 14K pendant with 29.75 ct.
amethyst drop.
carved Oregon sunstone lotus
blossoms, green chalcedony lotus
SOLD
SOLD
leaf, 1.50 ct. Zircons, .05 ct.
diamond and freshwater pearl
drop.
$7000.
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T14-N03

 Angela Conty, 2018. All rights reserved.

T12-N40

18K Necklace with Tahitian Keshi, 2.2 ct. fancy
sapphires. Center stone is 4 ct. flux grown pink
sapphire and Tahitian drop.
$16000.

18K branch necklace with 1 ct. pink sapphires, 1.57 ct. pink
tourmaline and freshwater pearl drop.
$9500.

T13-N01
T13-N05

T12-N11
Seahorse pendant carved from
Safford agate with 18 K and sterling
silver accents, 1.77 ct. orange spinel,
yellow sapphires and a South Sea
pearl drop.
$4000.

18K pendant with carved carnelian
flower, a 3.5 ct. bicolored tourmaline
18 and 14K pendant with 2.45cts.
center
with
pearl
stamens,
zircons, large natural colored peach
freshwater peach colored pearl drop.
floral shaped freshwater pearl and
chocolate Tahitian pearl; on necklace
$1400.
of freshwater pearls.
$2800.
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 Angela Conty, 2018. All rights reserved.

T12-N30

T12-N28

14K pendant with 14.08 ct. amethyst,
T12-N29
14K multi colored gold pendant w/
.56 ct. sapphires.
Australian opal mosaic and .95 carats
18K and 14K Necklace with uncut 33
fancy sapphires.
$1800.
ct. natural Kunzite crystal, Tahitian
Keshi, 2.2 ct. natural diamond crystal
$6200.
and .40ct. pink sapphire, on South
Sea Keshi.
$3600.

T12-N33

T12-N36

18K Pendant with 22 ct. Oregon
Sterling and 18K with 65 ct. Oregon
sunstone, .07ct. diamond accents
Sunstone, .35 ct. sapphires and South
and Tahitian black keshi pearls.
Ocean green chalcedony pendant in Sea pearl.
18K with freshwater chocolate pearl
$5000.
and faceted garnet briolette
SOLD
stamens.
$3000.
T17-N03
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T17-N04

 Angela Conty, 2018. All rights reserved.

T14-N22

T17-02

Blue chalcedony petunia pendant Sterling and 14K pendant with 10.6 ct.
Ethiopian
rose
and
in 18K, 1.7 ct. spinels, .20 ct. carved
chrysoprase
drop.
demantoid garnet and Tahitian
keshi.
$2450.
$5000.

39.5 ct. pale Mexican opal pendant, .50
ct. diamond TW, rough diamond cubes,
18K and 14K, freshwater pearls, .40 ct.
demantoid.

SOLD

T12-N43
Carved jasper leaf slide with sterling
silver maple Samara seeds, and 5
sapphires mounted in 18K gold.

T16-N17
T15-N59
18K floral clasp/shortener with center
cluster of yellow sapphires, on variety
of freshwater pearls.
$3600.

7ct. opal, tsavorite accent, on
labradorite tear drop beads, set
in 14 K.
$1800.
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SOLD

 Angela Conty, 2018. All rights reserved.

T14-N53

T13-N41

T16-N89

Opal necklace with 5.25 ct. Ethiopian 18K and 14K gold necklace with pear- South Sea pearl lariat with 18K
opal, freshwater pearls and Tahitian shaped Ethiopian opal, trillium 1.2 adjustable clasp. (20 ½ inches)
ct. brown zircon, freshwater peach
pearl drop.
$5200.
pearl drop on faceted orange garnet
beads and Ethiopian opal roundels
SOLD
beads.

SOLD

T15-N61

T13-N51

T15-N60

Pendant of carved green chalcedony
leaf, carved blue chalcedony lily with
Carved green chalcedony leaf, carved
Natural American Freshwater pearls
Ethiopian opal flower pendant with
and South Sea cultured pearl stamen
Natural American Freshwater pearls,
and drop.
set in 14K.
$4200.
$1000.

Hand hammered sterling iris
pendant with chrysoprase drop.

SOLD
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T15-N62

 Angela Conty, 2018. All rights reserved.

T16-N87

T13-N31

67 ct. carved blue opal pendant set in Sterling hibiscus circle pendant with
Australian opal, 1.85 ct. green
Tahitian black pearl.
tourmaline, 1.78 ct. trillion cut pale 14K with indicolite tourmaline, opal
beads and Tahitian black pearl.
green tourmaline set in 14 K.
SOLD
$8000.

SOLD

T17-N06
Sterling Viking knit chain, carved
T17-N07
amethyst floral pearl cups, freshwater 14K Viking handwoven chain with
pearls and faceted amethyst beads.
petal caps. Center pendant 18K and
14K with carved ametrine flower,
$750.
sapphire accent center, Tahitian Pearl
drop.
$4000.

T12-N23
Sterling pendant with carved agate,
pink calcite flowers and a gray
South Sea pearl.
$300.
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T18-N12
Necklace of carved Australian opal, freshwater pearls
baroque and round, and tsavorite accents set in 18K.

SOLD

 Angela Conty, 2017. All rights reserved.

T18-N13
Necklace in 14K/18K and Sterling with carved Australian
black opal, .55ct tsavorites and Natural American
Freshwater Pearls.
$9000.

T18-N14
18K Necklace with carved Australian opal, freshwater petal pearls,
Tsavorites and South Sea pearl drop; on necklace of freshwater pearls with
tsavorite bead accents.
$5400.

